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New
house,
new issues

A good home inspector will
be able to root out any
deficiencies hiding in your
new home.

By Maggie Calloway
Most of us know it is essential to get a home inspection
prior to buying a home; this
essential step is to shield us
from taking on someone else’s
nightmare. Among other things
a home inspection should alert
us to are deficiencies not just
on the surface but hidden in
the walls such as bad plumbing,
electrical wiring, and heating
and cooling systems. But we
have all seen episodes on TV
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Design from
the ground up
Building a custom
home takes a lot
more than just
choosing the
perfect location.
By Kerry Vital

Natural gas can also heat your hot tub or pool,
which is especially important when it’s cool
outside. The water will be heated consistently
and quickly, so your relaxation can begin almost
immediately.
Canada is the world’s third largest producer of
natural gas, so it is an abundant source of energy,
as well as being extremely popular. Natural gas
meets 30 per cent of Canada’s energy needs,
according to FortisBC. It is also a cleaner type of
energy, emitting almost 30 per cent less carbon
dioxide than oil.
Another fantastic benefit to natural gas service

Building a custom home can
be a wonderful experience, but
it can also be not for the faint
of heart. If you’re looking into
building a brand-new home that
is custom designed from the
ground up, the first thing you
need to do is find a reputable
builder who has plenty of
experience.
“Don’t go for the cheapest or
the one who just got started,”
says Ivan Krpan of Dakota
Holdings Custom Home
Builders. “References are
essential. Many people have had
bad experiences, so it’s really
important to choose the right
builder.”
When you’re hiring a
builder, it’s very important to
be comfortable with him or
her, because you will have a lot
of contact in the next several
months. Krpan says it generally
takes about 10 months from
start to finish, so if you’re not
happy that time will be crawling
by and you will be adding extra
stress to your life on top of the
usual emotions that come with
any renovation.
“The builder must be willing
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If you’re looking to reduce your environmental footprint, natural gas is a great way to do that. With increased energy efficiency and cost savings, homeowners
who install a natural gas system will find many benefits.
Submitted photo

The comfortable choice: natural gas
Natural gas has become a
popular choice in Canada, for
a variety of reasons.
By Kerry Vital
Natural gas is rapidly becoming a popular way
of powering your home, for a large variety of
reasons.
One of the benefits of natural gas according to
FortisBC is its convenience factor. Natural gas
is available at the push of a button, so you don’t
need to worry about running out of fuel for your
barbecue, or having to wait for your fireplace or

outdoor firepit to get hot. It is easy to find stylish
and functional appliances that use natural gas, so
homeowners never have to sacrifice their sense
of style.
Imagine coming home from a long day at
work and being able to sit in front of your natural gas-fuelled fireplace with a glass of wine, or
toss together a gourmet meal for a dinner party
with your gas cooktop or oven. That dream is
easily made possible with a natural gas system.
One of the great things about a natural gas
cooktop and oven is its ability to cook food
evenly. You will no longer have to worry about
burning one side of the pan while the other is
undercooked.

Partial proceeds of all KitchenAid appliances sold at Coast in October will be donated to “Cook For The Cure”.

Details at www.coastappliances.com/cookforthecure.
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A natural gas system has many benefits for
homeowners, from cost to convenience
from page.11
“ from
page.1
is the value it adds to your home. Because
of its popularity and other benefits, it can contribute to a better resale value for your home.
While you’re living in your home, having
natural gas services make it easier to convert
other appliances to natural gas when your
budget permits.
Homeowners with natural gas service will
be interested in the rebates that are available
through FortisBC in a variety of categories.
The first is for space and water heating.
You can receive a $1,000 rebate for swapping your oil or propane heating system to
natural gas and installing a new ENERGY
STAR™-rated high-efficiency heating system.
Replacing your old water heater with a qualifying natural gas ENERGY STAR™ model will
also make you eligible for a rebate of up to
$500.
“Heating water can consume 20 to 25 per
cent of a home’s total energy use,” says Beth
Ringdahl, program manager, energy efficiency
and conservation for FortisBC. “So when
it comes to looking at natural gas-powered
water heaters, it makes sense to get the most
efficient model you can find. Some of the
new technologies make it possible to get a
tank-less model, which is a bonus for smaller
spaces.”
In the appliances category, homeowners
who buy a qualified ENERGY STAR™ washing
machine will receive a $75 rebate if they purchase the new machine by Dec. 31. ENERGY
STAR™ washing machines use 35 to 50 per
cent less water, just as one of their benefits.
Keeping warm with an EnerChoice
fireplace will net you a $300 rebate if you
purchase it by May 31, 2013.
EnerChoice fireplaces must have a minimum of 62.4 per cent efficiency rating for a
fireplace, 61 per cent for an insert and 66 per

cent for a free-standing stove.
Not having to keep a supply of
firewood on hand is just one more
great thing about having a natural gas
fireplace.
Those in low-income households
are able to take advantage of the
Energy Conservation Assistance Program, which offers a free home energy
evaluation, free installation of energy
saving products and personalized advice. If you are a FortisBC natural gas
customer, a BC Hydro customer and
live in a low-income household, you
can apply on the FortisBC website.
“FortisBC offers a number of
energy-efficiency incentives that help
homeowners get the most out of their
natural gas appliances and space
heating,” says Ringdahl. “For example,
FortisBC is a partner in the LiveSmart
BC program for whole home retrofits.
This provides homeowners energy audits that point out easy ways to make
energy-efficient improvements and rebates to
save on energy costs.”
However, rebates are not the only way
homeowners save with a natural gas system. FortisBC states that natural gas heating
equipment such as furnaces are 98 per cent
efficient, so heating costs are lower than with
other types of systems, such as oil or propane.
A natural gas water heater heats water more
efficiently than other methods, and can dramatically bring down your heating costs.
For more information about natural gas
services, check out FortisBC’s website at www.
fortisbc.com.
In-depth rebate information can be found
there, as well as information about the types
of appliances available to homeowners, more
benefits of natural gas and information on
accessing your FortisBC account.

Natural gas has become a popular method of heating,
cooking and barbecuing, just to name a few. FortisBC
offers many rebates for homeowners with a natural
gas system, so check out their website for more
information.
Submitted photos
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of Mike Holmes going into homes after they have
been given the thumbs-up by incompetent home
inspectors and that is what gives us nightmares.
What you may not be aware of is that British
Columbia is the only province in Canada where it
is mandatory for home inspectors to be licensed.
What you are looking for is an inspector who has
extensive experience in the building trade, who
has completed the required specific education to
qualify as a home inspector and is a member in
good standing of industry professional associations
such as The Greater Vancouver Home Builders’
Association, British Columbia Institute of Property
Inspectors, Applied Science Technologists and
Technicians of British Columbia (ASTTBC), and
for good measure, a member in good standing of
the Better Business Bureau of B.C. Buying a home
is the biggest financial commitment most of us will
make in our lifetime so there is no such thing as
overkill when it comes to checking out qualifications. What Mike Holmes is fighting for is already
in place in our beloved province and has been since
2009.
The ASTTBC lists several questions that you
should ask when hiring an inspector, including
how long he or she has been in business as an
inspector, if the company has references, how long
it will take to complete the inspection and what he
or she charges.
If there is a problem with any of the above questions or the inspector is reluctant to comply with
your request, walk away. There is too much at stake
to take any chances and reluctance to answer your
questions is a red flag that shortcuts will be taken.
Mandatory licensing in B.C. has made a dif-

ProDucts ❱❱
QualifieD traDes ❱❱
exPert aDvice ❱❱

ference in the market place, according to home
inspector Glenn Duxbury.
“It was like the wild west out there, just as it is
in many other provinces to this day. Anybody with
a ladder, a flashlight and a business card could go
out there and say they are a home inspector with
no training, no accountability,” he says. “When I
started about 10 years ago, even before mandatory licensing, I followed the advice of a seasoned
inspector and went to BCIT which at the time was
the only institute offering a course in home inspection and after graduating I worked for a respected
company before going out on my own.”
Now things are much more tightly controlled.
Along with mandatory licensing, insurance must be
in good standing and should a homeowner buy a
home after receiving a flawed inspection, the insurance will cover any remedial work.

Home inspector Glenn
Duxbury says that the
mandatory licensing
for home inspectors
in B.C. has gone a
long way towards
preventing disreputable
inspections. It is
important to check
out foundations, attics
and plumbing when
purchasing a home.
Martin Knowles photos
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Keeping the fires burning
during the cold season
By Maggie Calloway
There is nothing as comforting after
a day in the trenches as a fire. There is
probably some primitive part of our
brain that equates the warmth of a fire
with safety and comfort.
Whatever your personal choice or circumstances, there have never been such
a variety of fireplaces available. Even
if you live in a condominium, where it
would be frowned upon if you started
opening the walls to accommodate a
chimney, there is now a great solution.
Ethanol burning fireplaces, which give
off no heat but have a real flame look,
don’t require venting or gas lines and are
a great choice for condos and give real
ambiance to your living space.
“Electric fireplaces have come a long
way over the last few years,” says Dale
Fougette of Fireplaces Unlimited. “They
used to be a bit stiff and unrealistic but
now they are sometimes mistaken for a
gas fireplace in the showroom. You can
now get an electric fireplace with a long
linear look instead of the square box
with the traditional log and you can just
plug it in. There are also options; you
can heat a condo or a basement suite
when hard-wired to a higher voltage.
Another advantage of an electric fireplace is they don’t have to be installed
on a special surface, they are all pretty
well zero clearances, they can be framed
with wood and you can drywall right up
to them. They are very safe.”
Gas fireplaces are becoming standard
in most townhouses and condos and
there is something to be said for just
having to flick a switch instead of lighting a fire from scratch.
“There are also a lot of zero clear-

ance gas fireplaces that can sit on
combustible floors, not to be confused
with gas inserts that have to be totally
surrounded by non-combustible material,” says Fougette. “This is an example
of why it is so important to advise us
about which application you are planning.”
No matter what the style of your
home there is a design that would
work beautifully but what if you what
you are looking for is not available?
“We do a lot of custom fireplaces
both for commercial applications and
homes,” says Fougette. “There is pretty
well no limit to what we can design
from multi-sided fireplaces to overheight installations. All shapes and
sizes, pretty well whatever you can
dream, it can be made for you.”

There are a variety of fireplace styles available, says Dale Fougette
of Fireplaces Unlimited, left. If you can’t find something to suit
you, you can have something designed to fit the space.
Martin Knowles photos

Go Crazy!
Our new collection of TORLYS cork floors is on sale.
Stunning, on-trend styles in lengths up to almost six feet,
TORLYS cork will be a natural delight for any space.

you’ll love the savings

25% OFF

Experience the comfort and warmth of cork that only TORLYS
can provide during the Crazy about Cork Flooring Event.
Visit www.torlys.com to learn more.
Dealer Logo
100 Anywhere, Town, Postal Code
(555) 555-5555
SOUTH SIDE FLOORING
www.anywhere.com

Find a huge selection of flooring and window coverings all in one convenient location

Budget Blinds
604.948.3088

1131 56th Street, Tsawwassen
Call for a free in-home consultation

South Side Flooring
604.943.9011

*

all TORLYS smart cork floors.
on sale now for a limited time.
starts beautiful. stays beautiful.

* Suggested list price.
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Technology making its mark on
wallpaper with custom designs
Modha, with studios in Vancouver and
Toronto, Rollout has married design with
technology since 2005 which allows them to
push the boundaries of what is possible in
the world of wall design.
“In essence what we do is design custom wallpapers and digitally print them by
the square foot,” says Modha. “We get our
inspiration from community-based artists,
photographers and designers, and the wall
is our canvas. ... Each project is unique and
is integral to the design of your home,” says
Modha.
Technology has thrown the world of
design wide open. Imagine a wall in your
media room with a custom design from a
favourite movie!
All bets are off today regarding what’s in
or out. Your home is a reflection of you and
your family and there have never been more
choices to fully express who you are today.

By Maggie Calloway
If wallpaper has always been an afterthought in your design
plans you may be surprised to learn there is actually a serious
wallpaper design society based in England. This is not someone’s eccentric aunt with a houseful of wallpaper samples.
Founded in 1986, the Wallpaper History Society was established to promote an awareness and understanding of historic
and contemporary wallcoverings. Their website states “Our
scope is broad and encompasses not only the history of wallpapers but also topics relating to other types of wallcoverings,
the subject of interior decoration as a whole and the increasing
role which digital technology plays in design.”
William Morris, a wallpaper and textile designer who is still
a huge influence on style in this century, said, “Whatever you
have in your rooms, think first of the walls for they are that
which makes your house and home, and if you do not make
some sacrifices in their favour you will find your chambers
have a kind of makeshift, lodging-house look about them.”
Morris would heartily approve and be intrigued by a wonderful Canadian company called Rollout. Headed by Anita
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Lending Programs
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*rate subject to change without notice oac, some conditions may apply

604.218.2135

sarah@southwestmortgage.ca
www.sarahrosser.ca.

Submitted photos

Available at
McDonald’s
Tsawwassen
and Ladner
locations
Locally owned
and operated by
Steve Krawchuk

5 Year Fixed 2.98%*

info@southwestmortgage.ca

There are many design options for wallpaper these days, from stylized skulls to a
map of Paris and everything in between.

!

We’re

Heating
Things
Up

FIREPLACE
SET

Black with antique
brass accents

2597

$

REG. PRICE

5199

$

100 % Natural JAVALOG
Crackling coffee firelogs.

Doing it right

1212C - 56th Street,
Tsawwassen
604.943.2701
Locally Owned and Operated by Mack Foster Building Materials

perfect holiday
The

table

Pictured Lyon Dining Set

We have everything you need to make your home
ready for the holidays
Order your new dining set now for
guarantee delivery before Christmas
#121 – 1315 56th Street, Tsawwassen ■ 604.943.2257
#801 – 17685 64th Avenue, Cloverdale ■ 778.574.3338
www.facebook.com/MaisonRougeInteriors
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This representation is based in whole or in part on Greater Vancouver Real Estate Board Statistics.
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What
are
your
feet
doing?
At the South
Delta Leader we
employ
Alarm systems have started to go high-end, with panels built into home automation
systems and available at the touch of a button.
Submitted photos

Keep your home
secure with an alarm
The peace of mind that comes with installing a
good security system is well worth the cost.
By Kerry Vital
Keeping your family, home and belongings safe from intruders is often a
top priority for homeowners. A home
security system is a huge part of the
battle.
A good alarm system begins with a
keypad, contacts for every door and
window, and motion detectors, says
Lee Rente of Encore Security.
“A motion detector that covers any
area with a large amount of glass is
extremely important,” he says. “If the
intruder breaks the glass and opens
a door or window, the contact being
opened will set off the alarm. But if the
person breaks the door or window and
steps through it without opening it, the
motion detector will catch it.”
One motion detector per floor is
recommended for this reason.
He also suggests that homeowners
add smoke detectors, sprinkler connections and flood protection to their
alarm system so they will be notified
if something other than a burglary
happens.
“We always suggest monitoring as
well,” Rente says. “Many home insurance companies will give you a dis-

count if you have a monitored alarm in
your home.”
In order to get that discount, the
monitoring company must be a ULC
Certified National Station. This means
that the business abides by certain
standards, Rente says.
“Ask your alarm company for an
installation certificate as proof of
monitoring,” he says.
Monitoring is often dependent on
a landline telephone, but that doesn’t
have to be the case. There is now technology available for a cellular backup
unit, which is a secondary device that
uses a cellular phone service to dial the
monitoring company if the landline is
cut, or if you don’t have a landline in
your home.
If you live in something larger than
an apartment, Rente says there should
be more than one keypad in the house.
“One should be in the bedroom so
you can immediately see where the
problem is. You don’t want to have to
leave your room to go find out what
is going on, especially if there is an
intruder.”
Multiple keypads also allow you to

feet
to get our
newspaper to
your doorstep.

Call or email for more
information on how you can
become a news carrier in
your neighbourhood.

604-948-3640
ext 125
circulation2
@southdeltaleader.com
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FREE*

under mount
sink.
visit bayside
for details.

Ask me about the current
rate specials
Secured Credit Line -

Prime + .50%*

We Pay Transfer Fees*

*Some conditions apply & rates subject to change
without notice

BELLINGHAM™
Waterstone Collection™

BELLINGHAM

TM

View Cambria’s full design palette,
visit CambriaCanada.com

Waterstone CollectionTM

The very best Quality, Price
and Service.
To view Cambria’s full design palette, visit Camb
We guarantee it!
Alex C. Tappert
Mobile Mortgage Specialist
604-240-6010
e: alex.tappert@rbc.com
Serving Tsawwassen, Ladner & North Delta

Sold Exclusively by:

BURNABY

Bayside3841
Showroom
1269Avenue
Beach
Grove
609 Alpha
Victora,
BC V8ZRoad
1B5, 250-383-1926
Still
CreekStreet,

VICTORIA

NANAIMO

604-948-9777

#2 - 4115 Mostar Road, Nanaimo, BC V9T 5V9, 250-75
Burnaby,
BC V5C 4E2
#1 - 2989 Kilpatrick Avenue, Courtenay, BC V9N 8P1,
604-421-2205

COURTENAY
BURNABY

www.baysidecabinets.ca
3841 Still Creek Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5C 4E2, 604-4

www.colonialcountertops.com
1630 Innovation Drive, Kelowna, BC V1V 2Y5, 250-765-3

KELOWNA

Call Fraser today for unbeatable real estate marketing expertise

Fraser Elliott
pErsonal rEal EstatE corporation
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Rebates powering renos
By Maggie Calloway
If you are contemplating renovating, buying new appliances and/or saving energy dollars you must check out the BC government website, and BC Hydro
PowerSmart and FortisBC websites. There are rebates just waiting for you to apply for but timing is everything and all appliances must be ENERGY STAR-rated.
If you have a business, there are also rebates available from these sources plus the
federal government has some interesting regional rebate deals.
And, as icing on the cake, October is BC Hydro’s PowerSmart Month so they
are adding to the rebates but only for this month. Most of us are aware of Hydro’s
refrigerator buyback for a $30 cheque but this month they have upped it to $50 if
you are a member of Team PowerSmart.
You could also be eligible for new appliance rebates if your purchase qualifies: check out eligibility on the PowerSmart Website by accessing their Product
Eligibility Research Tool.
“We have partnered with a series of retailers to focus in on energy-efficient
products for PowerSmart month,” says BC Hydro’s Robert Lee. “Some retailers are also offering a 12 per cent discount on select ENERGY STAR products,
as well as double the mail-in rebates, again on select products. We have a list of
participating retailers on our website.”
The largest of rebates is the B.C. government’s LiveSmart program which is in
effect until March 31, 2013. Homeowners must go through an energy audit, so it
is advised to get going on this as soon as possible. This program has up to $7,000
in grants available if you complete your homes upgrades as recommended by the
audit. To date 65,000 British Columbians have taken advantage of this program.

Life Tree Kitchens

Growing Your Ideas

Custom Kitchens
Bathrooms | Built ins
Cabinet Refacing

604.728.2845 | fraserelliott.com
RE/MAX Progroup Realty
100 - 5000 Bridge St. Delta
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Construction,

Building

& Hardware

Supplies

Insulation
› Weather
Stripping
› Presto Logs
›

Now in Stock!

Carter

Contact
in our new
Contract Sales Department for
quotes on house packages, lumber
packages, roofs and siding

Come visit us at Tsawwassen Town Centre Mall!

4989 Bridge Street, Ladner

Visit us at www.lifetreekitchens.com

Call us for a free in home estimate

604-788-3085 | e: mike@lifetreekitchens.com

604-946-7322

Located at 4989 Bridge Street inside

Fletcher Building Supplies,
your IRLY Building Centre.
Trusted brands you
can find at
Fletcher Building
Supplies

Submitted photos
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Locally owned and operated since 1997

Robert Lee of BC Hydro says customers should check out Hydro’s website for
information about saving money on power with rebates and other tips.

Monday - Friday 7:30 - 6:00 pm
Saturday 8:30 - 5:30 pm
Sunday & Holidays 9:00 - 4:00 pm
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Uncovering the Lower Mainland’s best kept secret in appliances

Create Your Perfect
Indoor Space

Landlords, realtors, contractors and especially homeowners
have been saving thousands of dollars updating kitchens,
laundry rooms and rental suites all by taking a drive to Richmond
Wholesale Appliance Centre, near the Richmond Olympic Oval.
Richmond Wholesale Appliance Centre is the Lower Mainland’s
best-kept secret.
Its store front is tucked into the industrial park located at
#140 – 6191 Westminster Hwy., but it’s what’s inside that has
customers excited and repeatedly coming back.
Does the idea of saving more than $2,000 while outfitting a
kitchen with high-end stainless steel appliances intrigue you?
Sales manager Claudia Kolar has been helping customers save
thousands of dollars by supplying them with deeply discounted,
new, overstocked, scratched and/or dented appliances.
In many cases the imperfection is on the back or the side of
the appliance so depending on the design of one’s kitchen it
would be completely invisible to the discerning eye of friends
and family.
Refresh a rental suite, spruce up a home slated for sale, or
complete your dream kitchen, simply by contacting Richmond

40%ff
Valid October 26 - December 31, 2012
Please present coupon with purchase
*One gallOn cans Only

Dulux
Lifemaster
Paint*

1135 56th Street Tsawwassen (604) 943-5515
160-8087 120th Street Delta (604) 598-8563
7167 Vantage Way, Unit 5 Delta (604) 940-2551

Wholesale and their design team.

FLETCHER BUILDING SUPPLIES

A name brand fridge,
with
a suggested
retail
price ofBC,
$4,000,
4989
Bridge
Street,
Ladner
604.946.7322
- Friday: 9:00am - 5:00pm Saturday: 9:00am - 5:00pm Sunday: 9:00am - 4:00pm
currently sells for Monday
only $2,495,
a great example of the deals to
be had at Richmond Wholesale Appliance. Purchase that fridge
When
it’s on said
saleyou’ll
at Sears,
it’smore.
on sale at
with its matching oven,
and Claudia
save even
Sears in Ladner! Why make the drive?
Another great deal: $1,699 for a stainless steel matching set
including refrigerator, stove and dishwasher.
And how about the half-price deal on an eye-catching washing
machine, regularly $1,399, for just $699.
In addition to name brand refrigerators and ranges, Richmond
Wholesale Appliance offers a wide selection of washing
machines, dryers, microwave ovens, dishwashers, range hoodfans, and even mattresses, among other things.
So if you’re in the market for appliances at awesome prices,
check out Richmond Wholesale Appliance Centre, on the north
side of Westminster Highway, a half block east of No. 2 Road,
#140 – 6191 Westminster Hwy. (1/2 block east of No. 2 Road.)
Contact Claudia and her sales team by telephone at 604-3031110, or via e-mail at rwac@telus.net. For more information,
visit www.richmondwholesaleappliance.com

Specializing in Deeply Discounted:
New, Overstock, Bankrupt Stock, Factory Over-runs, Scratch & Dent Appliances.
www.therichmondfirebox.ca
#100 - 3031 Beckman Pl.,
Richmond, BC, V6X 3R2
Tel: 604-284-5154

RICHMOND WHOLESALE

APPLIANCE CENTRE
#140-6191 WESTMINSTER HWY., RICHMOND (1/2 block east of NO. 2 ROAD)

Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm • www.rwac.ca • rwac@telus.net 604-303-1110 • 778-297-7370

s
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*Based on number of sales in 2010, 2011, and to-date in 2012.
This representation is based in whole or in part on Greater Vancouver Real Estate Board Statistics.
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Monitoring always a good idea
from page.17
“ from
page.7

Hi-Design has a new look.
Isn’t it about time
your kitchen got one too?

#130 – 6165 Highway 17, Delta
604.946.8183
www.hidesigncabinets.ca

Monday-Thursday
7:30am – 4:30pm
Friday
7:30am – 1:30pm

have a shorter time between entering the
house and the alarm going off. This gives
people who are not supposed to be there
less of a chance to grab your valuables
before the siren goes off.
“If you only have one keypad in the
middle of your house, you’ll need to set
that delay to a lot longer to give you time
to get in there with your groceries and
turn off the alarm,” Rente says. “You don’t
want to give a burglar a lot of time to run
around your house and take stuff.”
The final piece of the alarm puzzle that
Rente recommends is sirens, both externally and internally. The external siren will
alert neighbours to a problem and direct
law enforcement to the correct house,
while the internal siren will notify people
inside the house when something happens.
Security cameras have recently become a While a camera system isn’t mandatory, Lee Rente of Encore
popular addition to a standard home alarm Security believes it can be an important part of the home security
system.
package.
“Visible cameras are a deterrent,” Rente
Submitted photos
says.
want to be able to choose who you want to have
He recommends the cameras be installed facing
monitor your alarm, so it is best to purchase the
vulnerable and valuable areas. For example, some
system on your own.”
of his clients have one placed at the front door, one
He also warns customers from purchasing an
facing the garage or street where they park their car,
inexpensive camera system, since they are often not
around the back and on the side of the house.
detailed enough to be able to give you a good photo
“The front door is to see who is ringing your bell,”
for identifying someone if there is a problem.
he says. “Some systems allow for a notification of
The cost of an alarm system varies depending on
someone at your door before you even hear the doorthe size of your home and how the system will be
bell. They send a message to your smartphone with a
installed.
photo of who is at your door.”
If wires have already been run in your home, a
The number of cameras needed depend on how
large your home is and what you want to cover. Most hard-wired system is a better choice as they are less
start with four cameras and continue on from there if expensive and generally work better. However, if
your home isn’t already wired for an alarm, a wireless
the house is larger.
system is the way to go, Rente says.
When looking for an alarm company, it is best to
“Wireless is more expensive because of the devices
keep a few things in mind.
themselves and the batteries needed to keep them
“Think twice before locking into a long contract
when the company offers you a free system,” Rente
running. However, running a wire into a home that
says. “Those systems are often basic and you will
isn’t already prepared is time-consuming and pricey,
have to pay for anything more than that. Plus, you
so the savings of a hard-wired system will disappear.”

Award winning interior design
Sarah Gallop Design Inc. is a full service
Interior Design company experienced in
working on projects of any scale – from a
single room renovation to an entire custom
home.

If your home or business needs an update give us a call at
604.952.4448 or email info@sarahgallop.com
Or visit us on our new website www.sarahgallop.com
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Houzz
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Building a secondary suite
a good mortgage helper
By Kerry Vital
The Lower Mainland is widely recognized as one of the
most expensive places to live in North America. With that in
mind, many homeowners are choosing to build a secondary
legal suite in their house to rent out and bring in a bit of extra
money. However, it can be confusing when trying to sort out
what is required, what is a nice extra and the best way to go
about building your new suite.
Before you start such a renovation, it’s best to look into the
regulations in your city.
“The best resource for secondary suite regulations can be
found online on your municipal website,” says Steve Kemp
of Kemp Construction Management Ltd. “There are many
regulations for secondary suites such as minimum egress for
bedroom windows, electrical panel access, fire separation,
stand-alone heating systems, (and) designated garden area,
plus many more.”
The thought can be overwhelming, but Kemp has some suggestions for things to think about before you start.
“Can you finance the project? Are you ready to share your
home?” he asks. “Is the access to your space shared or private?
Is there enough parking for one or two additional vehicles?”
He also says homeowners should think about whether they
want to live in their home while it is under renovation, or
whether they should seek alternate accommodation. Renovations aren’t quiet and they aren’t always quick.
“If you are doing the full redevelopment of the basement
including a new foundation, I would allow six months for the
project,” says Kemp. “Minor alterations may only take a few
weeks.”
He notes that the more things you add to a project, the
longer it will take.
“For example, a new sewer, water and drainage connections
add two weeks. Granite countertops versus laminate could
add one to two weeks,” he says. “Sometimes owners want to
upgrade the main living area at the same time, which can add
additional time to the project.”
As anyone who has ever rented a basement or secondary
suite can attest to, there are certain things that renters will be
looking for when searching for a place to live.

“There is a high demand for good-quality
rental suites in Vancouver,” says Kemp. “The
highest demand is for two-bedroom and
two-bathroom units with eight-foot ceilings
and no evidence of basement mildew. Generally these suites range in size from 700 to
1,000-plus square feet.”
Having your own space is also key. It can
be uncomfortable to run into your landlord
Introducing SmartStrand Silk™ carpet.
on your way out the door in the morning,
which is why a basement suite with its own
Now you can have your cake and drop it, too.
entrance is highly sought-after.
“Add quality finishes and privacy in order Experience the only luxuriously soft carpet with built-in stain and soil protection that never washes or wears off.
to attract a tenant that is looking for longerMohawkFlooring.com/Silk
term accommodations,” says Kemp. “Know
your target market and try to understand
what type of (home) they need and what they
are able to afford.”
When it comes to how much you will be
able to get for your new secondary suite,
Kemp says it depends on a few factors.
“The main determinants of rental income
are the quality of finish, privacy, full-height
ceilings, (is it) dry and comfortable, and
proximity to amenities, work and parking,”
he says.
It is best to check rental listings for an idea
of what you could charge.
As with every renovation, hiring a professional is always the best way to go.
“Do your research,” Kemp says. “Print
out the regulations for secondary suites
and make sure you understand the content.
Ensure you have adequate funds, find experienced professionals to help you, (and) allow
adequate time for the project.”
®

When you’re considering building a secondary
suite in your home, the first thing you need to
do is check out the regulations for your city.

®

Introducing SmartStrand Silk™ carpet.

Now you can have your cake and drop it, too.
Experience the only luxuriously soft carpet with built-in stain and soil protection that never washes or wears off.
MohawkFlooring.com/Silk

Submitted photos

Stain proof,
super soft
on sale now!
Come by today or call for a free in home consultation.
$ 00
Sale on now until November 3, 2012 0.

Financing available at participating Mohawk retailers.

Style Name
Sq.Yd.

Installation available

New SmartStrand Silk envelopes your home in luxurious,
never-before-seen softness.
SmartStrand
Silk with Silk
DuPont
Sorona
is the ONLY
luxuriously
softONLY
carpet that
cleans with just
water
SmartStrand
with
DuPont
Sorona
is the
luxuriously
soft
hascleans
built-in stain
and
soil protection
that has
neverbuilt-in
washes orstain
wears and
off. soil
carpetand
that
with
just
water and
protection that never washes or wears oﬀ.

Small town service, huge selection, family owned and operated!
DEALER LOGO

DELTA CARPETS
Store address, city, state
Phone, hours of operation

& FLOOR DESIGN

5025 48th Avenue, Ladner

604-946-6291

Monday - Friday 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am – 4:00 pm

“Family owned & operated since 1967”

www.deltacarpets.bc.ca
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My House Design/Build
renovates old-style bungalow
By Maggie Calloway
The story of a family firmly rooted in a
neighbourhood with children happy in school
and extended family nearby that opts to
renovate a home which is tired and no longer
works as the family grows and needs more
space is a familar one nowadays. With home
prices still rising, homeowners are weighing
the cost of buying a new home and relocating
against the cost of a renovation and ending up
with exactly what you want. More frequently,
renovating is winning the coin toss.
This was the case with this renovation.
The father of the family grew up in the area,
has many family members living close by,
and wanted his own family to experience the
love and security of grandparents, aunts and
uncles and cousins being a part of everyday
life.
Linda Jones, an interior designer working
with the My House Design/Build Team, is
very pleased with how this amazing transformation works for the family.
“The whole main floor which was originally
the kitchen, dining room and living room are
now one great room,” says Jones. “Our clients
are all about family and the configuration of
the original house didn’t allow them to live as
they really wanted to. Major Sunday dinners
with extended family are now possible with
everyone together comfortably in this new
space.”
The clients trusted the renovation team
which allowed them to hand over creative
control of the project. This is a dream situation for any team and they made sure the
family received what they needed in spades.
“It was a real pleasure working with the
family,” says Jones. “Opening up the whole
main floor required major engineering to replace the removed walls but the end result was

The people at My House Design/Build Team updated this 1,300-square-foot bungalow into a
family’s dream home, with a redesigned kitchen and open plan layout.
Submitted photos

worth it. The main floor now consists of three
small bedrooms, a family bathroom and an
ensuite bathroom as well as the great room.”
The house is a 1,300-square-foot bungalow
with no second story but with a full walk-out
basement.
“This whole space was very carefully
planned. When you design a great room,
which by design has to fulfill many roles,
every detail is important,” says Jones. “For
instance, the kitchen is totally exposed to the
living room but by placing the island carefully with a raised breakfast bar it shields the
working area from the living space. We also

stained the island with an espresso stain
which again creates a piece of furniture from
the living room side.”
Not a huge amount of work was done on
the exterior of the home. The windows were
trimmed out to create symmetry, a new
door was installed, steps, railings and plantings were changed and the whole exterior
of the home was repainted. The difference
these relatively small changes made to the
curb appeal is enormous. The rear of the
home was refreshed with new railings on the
deck. All in all the rear of the home is now
an inviting place to be on a summer day.

Our local
Delta-based crew
is ready to help with
your next project.

Visit us at our new Showroom:

Avoid the holiday rush – Book today!

4th Ave

Main Street

1910

Quebec Street

Ontario Street

3rd Ave

1910 Ontario Street, Vancouver, BC
5th Ave

CUSTOM HOMES.
RENOVATIONS.
A
ATIONS.
PEACE OF MIND.
SERVING VANCOUVER AND THE LOWER MAINLAND.

6th Ave company, owned and
JDL Homes is a family
operated by brothers Doug & Jeff Langford.

604.568.9983 | JDLHOMESVANCOUVER.COM
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A few little changes can make a difference
By Kerry Vital
Winter seems to be rapidly approaching,
and with it comes darkness, bad weather and
a feeling of cabin fever. Perhaps putting some
new decor into that cabin will drive away
some of those feelings.
A new colour palette might be a good place
to start.
“It’s nice to have something vivid and fun,”
says Sarah Gallop, principal designer at Sarah
Gallop Design Inc. “It really sets the tone for
the space.”
Colours such as bright orange, magenta and
lime green are especially popular as accents,
Gallop says. She often has people request a
feature wall in a saturated colour, some bright
pillows or other textiles, or even a new piece
of furniture in a tropical hue.
These accents go well with the new neutrals

that are a recent trend. While
many shake their heads at “apartment beige”, that colour is a classic for a reason and still features
heavily in many homes. However,
warm and cool greys are still requested, though Gallop sees them
as being on their way out.
“People like a timeless, classic
look,” she says. “You spend a lot
of money to decorate your house,
and it doesn’t always make sense
to go for a new look every time.”
Wallpaper has also become
more popular recently and Gallop
expects this to continue next year
as well.
“People have a bad association
with it,” she says. “But it gives
such a glamour that paint doesn’t
have.”
Because it doesn’t have to
be permanent, Gallop says
wallpaper is an easy way to
keep up with interior decor trends.
“Some of the new wallpapers are gorgeous,” she says, adding that you are no
longer relegated to musty flowers and
faux finishes that were popular in the
1980s and 1990s.
Even the popular style of furniture has
been changing recently, Gallop says.
“More tailored looks are back,” she
says. “The overstuffed furniture is out; it’s
quite bulky and heavy-looking.”
A move towards indoor-outdoor living
has been coming on strong this year, and
Gallop expects that to continue into the
new year.
Sarah Gallop says adding a vivid colour to
a room freshens it up and sets the tone for
the space, no matter which room it is.
Submitted photos

“It’s really about extending the living
space out,” she says, adding that the
ability to do so depends on the layout
of the home and yard, but “it’s
usually achievable.”
Building an outdoor kitchen
or patio for entertaining is one
of many things homeowners can do to maximize their
indoor-outdoor space.
When you’re thinking of
doing some updates, it’s always
best to take a look at the things
you already love about a space.
Working out a budget for
what you can afford and want
to change is the best place to
start. Overextending yourself
is never a good plan.
“You don’t want to be a slave
to your house,” Gallop says.

A busy corner, left, has been transformed into a cozy
breakfast nook, above. The bright colour and plenty
of storage space gives a new feel to an older space.
Meanwhile, wallpaper is back and nothing like the
dated patterns many grew up with, below.
Submitted photos

1-877-707-7427 www.naturallightpatiocovers.com

Mortgages
Made Easy
Looking for a new mortgage or
refinancing? Look no further —
we’ll come to you! Applying is
easy and we’ll get back to you
quickly. Save time and money
today with Bobby Dhaliwal,
Manager, Mobile Service Delivery.
Bobby Dhaliwal
Mobile Relationship Manager
604-512-8167
bdhaliwal@gffg.com

Check
for
online to
o
our Ph y
Galler

Patio Covers and Enclosures

Enjoy maintenance-free outdoor living, all year long
Turn your sun-baked and rain-soaked patio into a cool, dry sun-lit outdoor living space.
We also offer enclosure and sunroom options, plus infrared patio heaters,
so you can use your outdoor area year-round!
ACRYLITE® acrylic sheets and roofing systems give you the ultimate protection from the
weather, blocking 100% of UV and letting you enjoy the outdoors in unequaled comfort.
Ask about our 30 year warranty!

Call us in the Lower Mainland at 604-857-1702
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th
Sandy’’s 37 Anniversary Sale
Sandy
ON NOW

Visit Vancouver’s only Flexsteel
Gallery at Sandy’s Furniture
www.sandysfurniture.ca/contests/fall2012
Mon. – Wed. 9:30am-6pm
Thurs. & Fri. 9:30am-9pm
Sat. 9:30am-6pm
Sun. 11am-5pm

604.520.0800 1335 United Boulevard | Coquitlam

www.sandysfur niture.ca
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Finding a level of trust is extremely
important when choosing a home builder
“ from
page.1
from page.11

to spend time with them,” says Krpan. “They must be willing to
assist (the homeowners) with colours, design and other plans.”
Once you’ve chosen a builder, you need to find the land you
want to build on and know the regulations that are in place for
the type of home you can construct.
“How a property is situated will (determine) what you can
put on it,” says Krpan.
Once you’ve chosen where you want to build and purchased
the parcel of land, it’s time to start looking at what you want to
include in your new home, whether it’s a large kitchen perfect
for entertaining or several bedrooms to fit your growing family.
“A good builder will help you look at what you should and
shouldn’t do (in a home) as well as discuss your likes and
dislikes,” says Krpan.
This is the perfect time to talk about your dream master suite
or what you love about a friend or family member’s house.
Those granite countertops and heated tile floors are important
parts of the design puzzle, and your builder needs to know that
you want them included.
“In most cases you will be working with a designer who
works with the builder,” say Krpan. They will collaborate with
you to lay out everything you want for your perfect home.
Once you have finalized your design and everyone is on the
same page, it’s time to discuss how much it will cost and draw
up a contract.
“It’s best to enlighten people about what the process is,” says
Krpan. “Everything has a price tag attached.”
The contract you sign should include the square footage
of the home, a total breakdown of the costs you will incur
including the price per square foot and the quality of finishings
that will be in the home.
“It should also include a payment schedule,” Krpan says.
“For example, I ask for 25 per cent to start. Then, another 25
per cent once the roof, doors and windows go on. The next 40
per cent would be required when the heating, air conditioning
and electrical go in and drywall goes up. The final 10 per cent
would be due once everything is finished and a final inspection
is done.”
However, Krpan warns that even though you may have
signed a contract stating how much you will be paying for
your new home, if you come up with some new ideas mid-way
through, there might be some extra costs.
“An example would be a high-end chandelier,” he says,
adding that the homeowner would have to pay for that on top
of the agreed-upon cost.
“You don’t want any misunderstandings between the builder
and the customer,” Krpan says. “That’s why there needs to be
a good contract in place. Having a contract keeps everyone
honest and everyone understands the cost.”
You should also be given a construction specifications sheet
when completing a contract. That sheet (Krpan’s are usually
four or five pages long) will list the construction materials the
builder will use.
“I list the important things,” says Krpan. “I’m not going to
list the brand of concrete used or anything, but I will list things
like the cultured stone for the front or the type of windows,
for example. It’s important to protect both the builder and the
customer.”
Being realistic about what you can afford is very important.
You may have fallen in love with that huge granite soaker
tub or opulent formal dining room you saw in a home decor
magazine, but if it’s not feasible on your budget it may need to
be put aside for the time being.
Your home is more than a place to rest your head. You
should feel happy and comfortable in your new place, and
knowing that this house was built exactly how you wanted it to
be will go a long way towards making that possible.

Building a custom home can be a large undertaking, so it is important to find a builder you trust and are able to work with. Whether
you want a large kitchen, glittery chandeliers or an opulent master bedroom, your options for the design of your new home can be
limited only by your imagination and your budget.
Submitted photos
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TIRED OF LOW RETURNS?

+

Find out what over 10,000 investors already know

returns of

7%

CAREVEST MORTGAGE INVESTMENT CORPORATIONS:
Investing in Canadian Real Estate
RRSP/RRIF/TFSA Eligible
Monthly Income or Compounding
Geographic mix of mortgages

For information call
our exempt market dealer,
CVC Market Point:

Phone: 604-638-2631
Toll Free: 1-800-826-4536

“ Building Investors Wealth for over a Decade”

www.carevest.com

This advertisement does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase the securities referred to herein, which is being made
under an Offering Memorandum available from our office to qualified purchasers in specified jurisdictions. There are risks associated with this
investment and this investment is not guaranteed or secured. Historical yields may not be representative of future yields. Please read the Offering
Memorandum before investing. The issuers referred to herein are related issuers of CVC Market Point Inc.

Marc Letourneau pops in the first goal in Delta's 2-1 OT win over the Maple Ridge Flames Tuesday night.
Letourneau also set up Aaron Merrick's winner at 2:20 of overtime. Jim Kinnear photo

Ice Hawks edge Flames in OT
Aaron Merrick scored at 2:20
into overtime to give the Delta Ice
Hawks a 2-1 win against the Ridge
Meadows Flames Tuesday night at
home.
Marc Letourneau had opened
the scoring 13:50 into the second
period, but Ridge Meadows tied the

game up 12:25 into the third on the
power-play.
Letourneau set up Merrick for the
winner in OT.
The Ice Hawks had trouble solving Flames' netminder Robert
(RJ) Bruni, peppering him with
51 shots. Ice Hawks goalie Scott

Lapp made 17 saves.
The win keeps Delta atop the
Pacific International Junior B Hockey League standings with a 12-2-1
record.
Delta hosts the Mission City Outlaws at 7:30 p.m. next Tuesday at the
Ladner Leisure Centre.

SAVE BIG!
TODAY’S

BIG
DEAL!

19

$

99

Maintain that summer tan through the
fall with this Daily Deal! For just $19.99,
you’ll receive unlimited tanning sessions
at Body Glo Tan in Richmond for an
entire month!

save
$

40

value

5999

00 $

Register online…

Ridge Meadows' Michael Nolan takes a tumble between Ice Hawks' Matthew Dawson (left) and Alex
Martin. Jim Kinnear photo

*Deal effective Oct. 24 - 30, 2012
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BC’s

IONAIRE
MILL
DESIGNER HOME

OceanView Lottery. You
see this spectacular home!
AND... a 50/50 Jackpot up to $2 million. Details & Tickets: MillionaireLottery.com

LOTTERY
VG

N
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UB C H
O S P I TA L F O U N

Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 604-602-5848
Buy also at
Winner will choose 1 prize option; other prize options will not be awarded. Rules of Play MillionaireLottery.com... VGH and. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chances are 1 in 117,000 (total tickets for sale) to win a grand prize.
Chances are 1 in 482,600 (total tickets for sale) to win the 50/50 prize.
Problem Gambling Help Line 1-888-795-6111
www.bcresponsiblegambling.ca

Know your limit, play within it.

BC Gaming Event Licence #47690
50/50 BC Gaming Event Licence #47691

19+ to play!
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Golfer up for PGA of BC Award
Andrew Hajer of Beach
Grove Golf Club is a finalist for Junior Golf Leader of
the Year in the 2012 PGA of
B.C. Awards.
Hajer was named the
Lower Mainland’s Junior
Leader of the Year by the
Professional Golf Association of B.C. This award
recognizes golf pros who
are leaders in junior golf
and who reflect the ideals
of those who work with
youth.
Hajer, a Tsawwassen
resident, has been working with young golfers at
Beach Grove Golf Club for
five years.
“Working with young
players really fuels my passion for the game of golf,"
he said. "There is nothing
I find more rewarding then
helping a young person
learn and grow through
the game of golf.”
Beach Grove is home to
one of B.C.’s most active
junior golf programs with
more than 300 golfers

It’s easy
to be green!
Andy Hajer gives young golfer Emma some tips at
Beach Grove Golf Club.
as young as four years of
age participating at various levels. The program
focuses on young people
developing a life-long love
for the game of golf and
building skills that will
help them on and off the
golf course.
Jeff Norris, chair of the
Beach Grove Golf Club

junior committee, nominated Hajer for the award.
"We are very proud to
have him involved with
our junior program and
we were excited to see him
recognized in this way,”
Norris said.
The final PGA of BC
Award winners will be
announced on Nov. 15.

Spooktacular
Sunday,
April 22nd
October 10 to 31

April 13, 2013 at Richmond Olympic Oval

Before you start your shopping this Earth Day, visit
Hallowe’en fun starts now! Hop aboard the Spooky Train, and take a spin on the
Customer
Service for a free Eco-Bag. It’s as simple as that!
Enchanted Carousel from October 10th to 31st. Only $3.50 per ride or 10 rides for

Bust a Move is more than a day-long fitness fundraising
extravaganza. It’s a celebration and an opportunity to
support the BC Cancer Foundation and life-saving breast
cancer research taking place at the BC Cancer Agency

Join the Movement – Register Today!
www.bustamove.ca
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$25. Lansdowne Centre: unique stores, great people.

One bag per customer, while quantities last.
5300 No. 3 Road in Richmond • Lansdowne Canada Line Station • Customer Service: 604-270-1344
Find us at lansdowne-centre.com and on Facebook & Twitter.
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Transfer in your mortgage for free
*
and get $12,000 cash back.
1

Plus, ask how you can get more than
80,000 Aeroplan Miles .
®

2

*On a $400,000 mortgage. Free transfer-in excludes existing lender charges.

Canada’s largest kitchen,
bed & bath superstore!

Contact your local CIBC Mortgage Advisor Today:
Meaghan Golden

Garrett Ratther

meaghan.golden@cibc.com
1-866-824-9227

garrett.ratther@cibc.com
1-866-814-4918

Vik Toor

Parvesh Nand

vik.toor@cibc.com
1-866-814-4554

parvesh.nand@cibc.com
1-866-814-4913

SAVE TIME. SAVE MONEY.

Cash back offer is 3% of mortgage principal; available on a 5-year, fixed-rate closed mortgage that funds 30 days from date of application; minimum mortgage amount $75,000. Limit 1 cash back offer
per mortgage. Offer may change or be withdrawn at any time. Speak to us for more details or visit cibc.com/transfer. Transfer-in your mortgage for free; no CIBC legal, property valuation or transfer-in fees.
Mortgage transfers only; no refinances. 2Over 80,000 Aeroplan® Miles based on 15,000 Mile “Welcome Bonus” when you transfer in your mortgage, plus 1 Mile for every dollar of interest paid based on
the following assumptions: 3.64% (APR) (actual interest rate may vary) interest paid on 5-year fixed closed $400,000 mortgage amount. Welcome Bonus only available when a CIBC AeroMortgage® is
initially funded. Other conditions apply. Speak to us for more details or visit cibc.com/transfer. ®Aeroplan and AeroMortgage are registered trademarks of Aimia Canada Inc.; CIBC and CIBC Mortgages Inc.,
licensees of marks. ™Trademark of CIBC. “CIBC For what matters.” is a trademark of CIBC.
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